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ABSTRACT 

Theoretical work on the connection between the algebras associated with 
current and constituent quarks is reviewed. Tests of the proposed con- 
netion are presented using both the magnitudes and signs of amplitudes 
for pionic transitions between hadrons. 

INTRODUCTION 

At the Philadelphia Conference on Meson Spectroscopy last year, I de- 
voted a sizable fraction of my talk1 to a discussion of chiral SU(2) x SU(2), 
or more generally, chiral SU(3) x SU(3), and the question of what repre- 
sentations of this algebra are realized by the observed hadron states. 393 
This was because in this case the theoretical issues at stakeare very 
closely associated with experimental data which form the heart of spec- 
troscopy: namely, what slates exist and what is the strength of the pion, 
or more generally, pseudoscalar meson, transitions between them. 
Unfortunately, at that time there had been little theoretical progress in 
the subject for several years, and previous applications to actual hadrons 
suffered from being done in a mostly piecemeal, case-by-case fashion. 

However, the last year, even the past few months, have seen some very 
rapid and important progress. We now have a theory which is (1) simple 
in its algebraic properties, (2) systematic in treating all mesons and 
baryons in a unified way, and (3) definite in that the theory has a clear 
origin and structure, the resulting amplitudes are related by Clebsch- 
Gordan coefficients, and the decay widths are related to the amplitudes 
involved in the theory in a nonarbitrary, known way., 

*Work supported by the U. S. Atomic’ Energy Commission. 

(Invited talk presented at the Purdue Conference on Baryon Resonances, 
West Lafayette, Indiana, April 20-21, 1973.) 
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In one’s more optimistic moments, it might even be said that these new 
theoretical developments are the most important for the understanding of 
meson or baryon transitions since the development of SU(3). For, just 
as SU(3) relates the decay rates among different members of an SU(3) 
multiple& the new theory provides us for the first time with a clear and 
respectable basis on which to relate decays of different members of an 
SU(6) multiplet. There is only one small difficulty which might temper 
one’s enthusiasm: the predictions of the theory do not agree with the re- 
sults of certain experiments presented to this conference - in particular 
with the signs of amplitude&, 5 in TN -, N* --, nA. We shall return to this 
and other experimental tests of the theory presently, but first let us in- 
troduce the theory we have been discussing, 

THE SU(6)W ALGEBRAS CORRESPONDING TO CURRENT AND 
d=ONSI’I’I’UENT QUARKS 

We first consider the algebra formed by the Is-vector and axial-vector 
charges, Q@(t) and Q$(t), where o=l, . , . ,8. The charges are simply the 
integrals over all space of the time components of the corresponding 
weak and/or electromagnetic current densities, At equal times these 
charges commute to form the algebra proposed by Gell-Mann6: 

[IQ”(t), Q%( = if@ &Y(t) 

[Q%), Q$j = if@” Q;(t) 

[Q;(t), Q$j = ifam Q-k . 

(1) 

This is the algebra of chiral SU(3) x SU(3), for it can be easily shown that 
(1) is equivalent to the statement that the right-handed charges, Qo+Q$ , 
and the left-handed charges, Qo-Q$, each form an SU(3), and that they 
commute with each other - hence, chiral SU(3) x SU(3). For o=l, 2,3 the 
Qols are the generators of isospin rotations; for cr=l, . . . ,8, they are the 
generators of SU(3). The last of Eqs. (l), sandwiched between nucleon 
states moving at infinite momentum in the z direction, yields the Adler- 
Weisberger sum rule. 7 

With the addition of integrals over certain (unobservable) tensor current 
densities, the algebra of QQ! and Q$ can be enlarged still further to form 
an SU(6)W algebra whose elements commute hike the products of SU(3) and 
Dirac matrices: Ao, ho@~x, h”Poj, and A%s. We refer to this algebra, 
introduced by Dashen and Gell-Mann8 in 1965, as the SU(6jW of currents. 

It will be convenient in what follows to label various representations of 
this algebra of currents. For this purpose we shall use just the SU(3) x 
SU(3) subgroup of the SU(6)W of currents to write 

(A, Ws t 
Z 
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where A is the SU(3) representation under Q@+Qf, B the representation 
under Qo- Qo, 

51 
and S, is the eigenvalue of Q& the singlet axial-vector 

charge, whit is naively the (current) quark spin component along the z 
direction. The “ordinaryfl (&a) SU(3) content of such a representation is 
just that of the direct product AxB. 

As an example, consider Q$. Since we can always write 

Q;=$(Q@+Q;)-$(&“-Q;), (2) 

it is clear that under the algebra of currents Qt transforms as just 
(6, 1)0-(1, 8)6, and its ordinary SU(3) content is that of an octet. Hadron 
states on the other hand are known to transform as very complicated mix- 
tures of representations of the SU(3)xSU(3) of currents.g This is already 
apparent from the Adler-Weisberger sum rule itself, for it shows that 
the nucleon is connected by a generator of the algebra, the axial-vector 
charge Q 
many hfg ii 

(in the form of the pion field through the use of PCAC), to 
er mass N*Ts. Thus the nucleon and these N*‘s must be in the 

same representation of SU(3) X SU(3). Conversely, the nucleon state must 
be a sum of many different representations of the SU(3) x SU(3) of currents. 

This is not the case for the other SU(6)W algebra we consider, that of 
strong interactions. 10 This SU(6)w is isomorphic to the one considered 
above, and contains a corresponding SU(3) x SU(3) subalgebra. However, 
by construction, this algebra acts on the constituent quarks of hadrons, 
where a (nonexotic) meson is just qq and a baryon is qqq. Hadron states 
are then very simple in terms of this algebra, i. e. , they transform as 
known irreducible representations (IR) of the SU(6)W of strong interactions 
or its SU(3) x SU(3) subalgebra. 

It is therefore clear from what we have discussed that these algebras are 
not identical. I1 Hadrons are complicated in terms of currents, but sim- 
ple in terms of constituents. Furthermore, identifying the two algebras 
leads immediately to such undesirable results as gA=5/3, PA(N) =0, 
p*(N-A)==, etc. 

THE TRANSFORMATION FROM CURRENT TO CONSTJTUENT QUARKS 

Even if the two algebras can not be directly identified with each other, 
there still might be a unitary transformation V, which relates thernllt 12: 

1 [ w, strong = V SU(6) 1 W, currents v-l : (3) 

Instead of applying the transformation V to the operators of the algebra, 
as in Eq. (3), we apply it to the hadron states, which are assumed to be in 
irreducible representations of the SU(6)W of strong interactions. 
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Equation (3) then implies that 

1 Hadron> = IlR, constituents’> 
(4) 

= VIlR, currents> , 

where IlR, currents> is a state which transforms under the SU(S),s 
currents exactly as IIH, constituents> transforms under the SU(G]WA 
strong interactions. The transformation V then changes the simple 
IIR, currents> state into the complicated sum of irreducible representa- 
tions of the SU(6)W of currents which comprise an actual hadron state. 

Now consider a matrix element <Hadron’ 1 QT IHadron> , which through 
PCAC we will relate the amplitude for Hadron’ - Hadron + pion. We may 
rewrite this using Eq. (4) as 

<Hadron? IQ: IHadron> = <II%‘, constituents IQ: IJR, constituents> 

(5) 
= <Rx’, currents IV-‘QtV IIR, currents> . 

All the complication of the hadron states under the algebra of currents 

- has now been transferred to V-IQtV, which may be studied as an inde- 
pendent object, and whose properties may then be used to predict matrix 
elements of Q$ between any two hadron states. 

In the case of the free quark model, the transformation V has been for- 
mulated and studied by Melosh, who was able to find an explicit expres- 
sion for it. 12y l3 He was then able to study V-IQ”,V, and found that alge- 
braically it contains only two terms under the SU(3) x SU(3) of currents: 
one term transforms as (8, l). - ( 1, 8). (algebraically & Q$ itself), and 
the other term transforms as (3,3)1 - (3, 3),1. Each of these -terms is in 
a 35 of the SU(6), of currents. 

It is this remarkably simple algebraic property of V-%@, in spite of 
the complication of V itself, which we now abstract from the free quark 
model and generalize to hold in the real world. Namely, we take as a 
basic assumption of the new theory that V-%$V transforms as a sum of 
an (8, Ijo - (1, 81, term and a (3,s) I-(3,-1 term under the algebra of 
currents. We proceed to-apply this hypothesis to the study of pionic tran- 
sitions between hadrons. l4 

ADDITIONAL PHYSICAL ASSUMPTIONS _ 

For this purpose we make three additional assumptions. First, we as- 
sume that matrix elements of Q5 are related to those of the pion field by 
the PCAC hypothesis. This relates matrix elements of Q5 to the corre- 
sponding pion couplings. The decay width for Hadron’ --c Hadron + pion 
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is #en given in narrow resonance approximation by 

p‘=3$k 

P,B%‘~-M~)~ 

Ml2 
I<Hadron’,XlQ5 lHadron,h> I2 , (f3) 

h 

where e is a constant related to the charged pion decay rate and the iso- 
topic spin of the hadrons, p, is the pion momentum, and the sum extends 
over the possible common helicities, h, of the hadrons. There is no 
arbitrary choice of phase space factors; the width is fixed directlyby the 
matrix elements of Q5, up to the validity of PCAC. l5 

Second, we assume that the observed (nonexotic) hadrons are identifiable 
to good approximation with constituent quark states. For baryons com- 
posed of qqq, we have the familiar SU(6) representations 56 L=O+, ?o L=l’, 
56 L==e, etc., where L is the internal quark angular momentum. For 
Gsons we have correspondingly the q;i states 35 G-O’, L L=O’, 35 L=l+, 
etc. l6 

Third, we assume that constituent quark states with different values of the 
quark spin are related by the SU(6)W of strong interactions. Then, after 
transforming we know the SU(6)W (of currents) properties of each term in 
a given Q5 matrix element, and we may use the Wigner-Eckart theorem 
and tables of SU(6)W Clebsch-Gordan coefficients to carry out the calcula- 
tion from this point onward. Note that we do not assume SU(6)W invari- 
ance - just the transformation properties of thevarious terms. 

For each matrix element of Q5 we write the initial and final hadron states 
with Js=X in terms of states with definite Ss. This involves coupling in- 
ternal quark L and S to form total J for each hadron; After transforming 
to an SU(6)W of currents basis, the matrix element of the (8, l). - (1,8). or 
(3,3), - (3,3)-l term in V-lQfV can be written as a reduced matrix ele- 
ment times the product of quark angular momentum, SU(6)W; SU(3), and 
W-spin Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. The matrix elements of all hadrons 
states in a given SU(6) multiplet are therefore related and there are g 
most two independent reduced matrix elements for the pionic transitions 
bekveen any two SU(6) multiplets, corresponding to the (8, l). - (1, 8). and 
(3,3), - (3, 3)-l pieces of V-1QEV. 

BIONIC TRANSITIONS AS AN APPLICATION OF THE CONNECTION 
BETWEEN CURRENT AND CONSTITUENT QUARKS 

Several authors have applied the ideas discussed above, or variants there- 
of, 4x1 hadron transitions. In his thesis, MeloSh12 already looked at the 
ratio of axial-vector couplings between nucleon and nucleon (gA) and nu- 
cleon and 3-3 resonance (g*). Here only the (8, l). - (1,8)6 term contrib- 
utes, and one recovers the old SU(6) result for gA/g*, which agrees with 
experiment. For vector current transitions he was similarly able to 
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rederive the SU(6) results for the total moments, pT(n)/pT@) = -2/3 and 
p*/pT@, = 2&/3* 

In a somewhat different vein, Gilman and Kugler17 have tried adding an 
additional, stronger assumption on the (8,1)0 - (1,8)0 term in V-lQ$V: 
that it not only transforms like Q , but is proportional to it. This results 
in a closed algebra composed of 8 
transform as (3, 3)1 and (3,3)-l. 

o!, Qt , and the terms in V-lQ$V which 
The operator V can then be constructed 

explicitly out of the generators of this larger algebra. As Q5 is a gener- 
ator of the al.gebra of currents, this additional assumption determines not 
only the transformation properties of the (8,1)0 - (1,8)6 term, but its re- 
duced matrix elements as well. The resulting algebraic structure has 
been applied to hadron decays,, particularly those of mesons, with some 
success. However, neither Gilman and Kugler17 nor Hey and Weyers, 18 
who test just the SU(3) x SU(3) structure of V-lQ$V with no additional 
assumptions, employ the SU(6) of strong interactions to relate quark spin 
states. As a result, their equa ions involve relations only among matrix $ 
elements of hadrons with a given helicity A. 

In the remainder of this talk, I will discuss the results obtainable with the 
three assumptions of the previous section, but no assumption of propor- 
tionality between the (8,l) 0 - (1,8). term (in V-iQ$!V) and Q!. As such, I 
will be reporting results from recent work of Gilman, Kugler and .\ 
Meshkov , 19 9 2O 

First consider meson decays, and in particular those of 35 L=l mesons 
into 35 L=O mesons by pion emission. The two independent reduced ma- 
trix elements may be determined by normalizing to r(A2 - np) = 77 MeV, 
and requiring that I’,,,(B - nw) = 0, in agreement with experiments which 
show a dominantly transverse decay. 21 This latter condition is equivalent 
to the reduced matrix element of the (8,l)o - (1,8)0 term vanishing,22 and 
makes all matrix elements proportional to one reduced matrix element, 
that of the (3,3)1-‘(3, 3)-1 term. The resulting predictions for the various 
decays of L=l mesons are shown in Table I. As can be seen, where com- 
parison of theory and experiment is possible, the agreement is quite good. 

The pionic decays of other meson multiplets, e.g., L=O -L=O, L=2 -L=O, 
L=l -L=l, and L=2 -L=l have also been calculated. While little compar- 
ison with experiment is possible at this time, interesting selection rules 
emerge. For example, for transitions between hadrons with different 
values of internal (quark) angular momentum, L’ and L, the relative or- 
bital angular momentum, m, between the pion and final hadron obeys the 
rule, 24 

IIL-L’l-11 (I ( lL+L’+ll . 01 

In addition, if L’=L then the (8,1)0-(1,8). term is purely p-wave. In the 
particular case L=O - L=O , only the (8, l). - (1,8) term can contribute, 
and the predicted relative couplings for p - OTT, s( * - nK, and w - rp are 
in good agreement with experiment. 
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Decay 

A2(1310) - zp 

B(1235) - RW A=0 

B(l235) - l?w a=1 

A1(1070) - a,~ X=3 

A1(1070) - rp X=1 

A&1310) - mj 

F@redicted) r'fexperimental)23 
d (Ma) 

77 (input) 77+ 20 

0 (input) domfnantly )I=1 
76 1 

100 t 20 total -width 

52 
1 

26 

17 16 f 4 

6(975) - ml 37 

f(1260) - !zI 1lE 

la.760 1) - *a 234 

-40 total width 

125 * 25 

Broad? 

a. lkcay rates of the corresponding K+ states may be obtained using SJ(3) for 
the matrfx elements of Q5, but add no significant additional test at present. 

b. The w,f and o mesons are taken as ideal mixtures of eirgleta and octets. 
so aa to be purely cmstituted by nonstrange quarks. The r) is assumed to 
be pzre octet. 

Encouraged by the meson results, we turn to baryons. Because of the 
availability of data we consider the decays of nonstrange baryons. For 
$- L=O --E L=O transitions only the (8, I)o - (1, 8jo term contributes and, 
as already noted, the predicted amplitudes are in satisfactory agreement 
with experiment. 

For 70 L=l - 56 L=O decays, linear combinations of the two reduced ma- 
trix &me&s Grrespond to s- and d-wave amplitudes for decay into TN 
or nB, Although quark spin S=1/2 and 3/2 states having the same total 
quantum numbers within the 70 may be mixed, sums over such mixed 
states of squares of the Q5 my&x elements are independent of mixing, and 
we compare these v&h experiment. The predictions for widths are given 
in Table %I, where we have used combined widths of the tie D13 states and 
two Sll states decaying into AN to fix the d- and s-wave amplitudes, 
respectively, 

A similar analysis of 56 L=2 - 5Cj L=O decays relates the two independent 
reduced matrix elements to p- and f-wave nN and nA decay amplitudes. In 
Table II we present the predicted widths, fixing the f- and p-wave ampli- 
tudes by the F15(l688) -c TN and P3l(L86O) - qN decay rates, respectively. 

A study of Table II shows that while there are many successes, there are 
also predicted widths which are in disagreement with those determined 
emerimentally by factors of 2 to 3. For e%ample, I’(D~5-cnA)/I’(D15--7rN) 
is smaller than predicted (by a factor N 2.5)) and the experimental srtua- 
tion in this case is rather solid. This is one of the worst discrepancies - 
in most other cases the agreement is better. Some of these may be due 
to experimental difficulties in determining a partial. width; others to the 
use in the ‘cheoretiical calculations of the narrow resonance approximation, 
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TABLE II 

Decays of 70 L=l and 56 L-2 baryons into z L=O baryms by pion emission. All 
rates are Eied by tbe D13 and Sll decays to nN for the 70 L=l decays, and by the 
F 

E 
and P31 decays to TN for the 56 I-=2 decays. 

ed, 
For Go states which “ay be 

m a combination of widths v&d& is independent of miw is wed and lIsted 
under qpredicted). 

Decay 

D,,WO) - Wd 

D13(1700) - Wd I 

D13W0) - (~4~ 

D13W’W - (14~ I 

slpw - @a), 

61$1715) -(*a), I 

Dp$670) - w, 

L&(1670) - (n4), 

S31(1640) - (~4, 

D33w90) - Wd 

D33P~90) - ha)d 

S11(1535) - (+s 

S11(1715) - mos I 

~~3(1520) - (~4. 

D130700) - (a4s 1 

631(1640) - (*Ws 

D33WW - (‘4s 

F#WJ) ass (nWf 

F37WW - (WI 

F37W50) - (64, 

F3p80) - m, 

F&W - (~4, 

p33( ) - (64, 

F#388) - (n4f 

P#‘W - (~4, 

p31w60) - wp 

P31WW - (~4~ 

ps3( I- '"VP 

p33( ) - (*4p 

F95WW - (~4~ 

Pl3W60) -(*VP 

p130@30) - (~4~ 

315w38) - ‘“4p 

lypredicted) 
(hfev) 

r(l520) + 0.50 r(1700) 

= 79IKeV(input) 

r(l520) + 0.243 r(l700) 

=3OMeV 

w535)+ 0.284 r(l715) 

=35&V 

21MeV 

82MeV 

81 

IS 

55 

r(1535) + 0.505 r(l715) 

= 116 (input) 

l-(1520)+ 0.243 r(1700) 

= 46 

10 

61 

84 0 

74 

65 

14 

71 

r(esperlmentaq23’ 5* 25 
@feV) 

79* 20 

10 t 6 

not seen 

88 + 14 

84* 21 

52a20 

32t 9 

not Llee" 

118 * 55 

19 + 10 

48 + 9 

172t 60 

12 

57 

84t 25 

92* 20 

37* 18 

36*l8 

16 * 16 

7 

not seen 

not well 

75 WPW 

8 

44 

118 

5 

l6 

75 l 25 

mot seen 

7 

7 

not rem 

75*2s 

not seen 

22 l 7 
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to which ?IA decays are notably sensitive. Possible mixing between dif- 
ferent SU(6) multiplets has also been neglected. 26 From this standpoint 
we might regard the predictions in Table II as a reasonable first approxi- 
mation to the data. 

The predicted relative signs of amplitudes in KN -. N* --L ?rA for both 
70 L=l-) 56 L=O and 56 L=2 
Gnt in Table III. 

--c 56 L=O decays are compared with experi- 
Itposes a s&&gent test of the theory. There are two 

TABLE Uf 

Signs of the amplitudes for nN - P - nA for p’s in the 70 L=l and 56 L-2. 
Producta of the theoretical and experImenta14~3 signs for de=ys throug~the 
@,I)o-(L8)o ad (3,3)1-(3.3) 

-1 
terms sxe presented. with the overall phase 

chosen so that DD13(1520) is pos We. Signs which are independent of which 
term dominates are denoted by ” l ‘I. Experiment and theory agree within tha 
70 L=l or within the 56 L=2 if all the signs in either column are the same. 

Amplitude Q, u. - (LWo (3. 3)1 - (3, 31m1 

DD13(1520) ++ +* 

EL=l-.XL=0 

56L=2-+L=o 

DSl3(1520) + 

SD31(1640) + - 

DS33(1690) + 

DS13(1700) + - 

, DD15(1670) -I ,* 

’ FP15(1668) + 

FFXi(l880) -* -* 

. FF37(1950) -* ,* 

kinds of relations in the table: (1) those that involve the same partial wave 
in both the incoming (-/rN) and outgoing (TA) states have definite relative 
signs independent of what values the reduced matrix elements of the 
(8, I)6 - (1,8)(, and (3,3)1- (3,3)-l terms have; (2) those that involve differ- 
ent initial and final partial waves depend on these values and may indicate 
which term is dominant. 

As can be seen, the 56 I,=2 e 56 L=O decays have consistent signs and in- 
dicate the (8,l) O - (13, term (first column) dominating. However, the 
70 L=l d-56 L=O decays disagree with both kinds of relations. Note that if 
the signs of the D13(1520) decays into nA in both s- and d-waves could be 
reversed, then the 70 L=l decays would all be consistent in sign and indi- 
cate (3,3) 1- (3,3) -ldominance. 27 Since there is a gap in the data analyzed 
by the LBL-SLAC group 4~ 5 from 1540 - 1650 -MeV (c. m. energy), one might 
hope that such a reversal of all the lower energy signs would be possible. 
Up to this time, however, a continuous solution through the energy gap 
which does not add new resonances in the gap and which has the “correct” 
signs has not been obtained. 28 It is obviously of great importance to fill 
in this energy gap in the experiments, and see if the present solution to 
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the nN - 7rA amplitudes is verified. If this is the only solution for the 
TN- TA phase shifts, the theory faces serious difficulty. 

DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY 

The algebraic properties of the matrix elements of Q5 in the 
theory described here are identical to those for pion coupling constants 
obtained in certain quark modelsag and some broken-SU(6)W schemes. 3o 
However, the results for widths, e. g. , Tables I and II, differ from pre- 
vious calculations in that PCAC is used and it imposes an unambiguous 
connection between the matrix elements of Q and the widths which does 
not contain arbitrary B dependent centrifugal Fg arrier factors. Because of 
the similar algebraic structure, the predictions for the signs of ampli- 
tudes coincide with those of the cited models. Thus difficulties stemming 
from Table III are common to all these approaches. 

By considering matrix elements of the vector current, we can extend our 
considerations to photon transitions. Again, the results20 turn out to be 
algebraically identical to explicit quark model calculations. 31 For 
example, the radiative decays from 70 L=l -56- L=O depend on two inde- 
pendent matrix elements, those of (8,1) + (1,8)0 and (3,5),+ (3,3)-I 
terms. These correspond respectively P o the convection current and mag- 
netic moment terms in quark models. The relative signs and magnitudes 
of the transition amplitudes predicted in this case are in ag reement with \ 
experiment. 32 

In summary, we now have a simple and elegant theory of the transforma- 
tion of the axial-vector charge so that its hadronic matrix elements may 
be computed by taking it between known irreducible representations of the 
algebra of currents. Supplemented by PCAC, we can analyze all pionic 
transition amplitudes between hadrons. The results for decay widths, 
particularly those of mesons, are encouraging. However, the relative 
signs of the amplitudes in TN - nA are a crucial test, and the theory is in 
conflict with the results of the present experimental analysis. If this dis- 
agreement persists, we will have to face the possibility that either 
(1) there is large mixing of SU(6) multiplets, invalidating the identification 
of the observed hadrons with simple quark model states; (2) the use of 
SU(6)W to relate different quark spin states is wrong, and only a weaker 
symmetry holds, or; (3) the simple algebraic properties of V-IQ%V ab- 
stracted from the free quark model do not hold in Nature. 
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